Radiant Thermal Therapy

The new range of InfraBeds are radiant energy
thermal therapy underlays, or mats, that combine
two bio-energy components, working in synergy :
Far-Infra-Red-Energy & Amethyst Crystal Energy
This delivers core activation thermal therapy that
deeply penetrates for restoring and raising your
core body temperature, metabolism, energy, and
blood circulation, for better health and healing. +
BioBlanket combines perfectly over your InfraBed.
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Far-Infra-Red-Energy (or FIRE) Light generation is Nature’s own healing heat.
FIRE’s radiant heat can penetrate from 3 to 10 cms into the body, creating deep
nerve, organ, joint, muscle and tissue warmth, reducing stress, relieving pain, by
increasing circulation
and metabolism, facilitating normal core body temperature.
Therapy
Interactive Bio-Feedback

Amethyst Crystals Amethyst has an ancient reputation as the “healing crystal’.
Amethyst is shown to be a good conductor and when heated delivers more of
the highly absorbable, deep thermal heating, Far-Infra-Red-Energy (FIRE). Infrared
thermal energy has been widely used for its anti-inflammatory effects on the body.
InfraBed® comes with a precise controller for heat ranges (20C - 70C) with a
timer allowing you to find and set your preferred intensity and length of sessions.
Long-low temp sessions suit general healh, short-hi temps, suit therapeutic uses.
InfraBed ® & BioBlanket ® from Enlightened Therapies .com
61 2 4268 2222 - PO Box 3130 Austinmer NSW 2515 Aust.

InfraBed includes: high-quality leather-like fabric surface that is soft to touch,
yet very durable, plus 1 quilted cotton cover, 1 fitted cotton sheet and 1 carry-bag.
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Rest and recover in your radiant thermal therapy crystal Infrabed
synergising Amethyst Crystal Energy and Far-Infra-Red-Energy
King Single Bed____________
194 x 80

Medium
Massage Bed__________________
150 x 60

Chair Pod_________________________
94 x 45

Mini Pad________________________________
45 x 45
(Posture Pillow
45 x 45 x 13)

InfraBed’s core activation therapy is based on modern and traditional
thermal therapy combined with Amethyst Crystals, Far Infra Red Energy
and Negative Ions in a multi-layered underlay that deeply penetrates, to
restore core body temperature and circulation for better health & healing.
Initial anecdotal reports from users say it seems to be helping them with...
Low Body Temperature, Poor Circulation and Metabolism, Chronic Aches,
Pains, Poor Joint Mobility, Pelvic Pain, Sciatica, Constipation, Insomnia,
Enuresis (excess urination), Anxiety, Stress, Weight Loss, Detoxification,
Chronic Fatigue, Post-Operation & Post-Accident, Jetlag, Mental and
Emotional Health, Immune and other problems associated with Aging.

5 Sizes ~ 3 Year Warranty, 1st Quality
Posture Pillow ~ 45cm sq $440 incl GST
Mini Pad ~ 45 x 45 cm $440 incl GST
Chair Pod ~ 94 x 45 cm $880 incl GST
Massage ~ 150 x 60 cm $1360 incl GST
Single Bed ~ 194 x 80 cm $1660 incl GST
InfraBed ® is not yet a registered therapeutic medical device, and so any use with
any diagnosed medical condition should have your medical practitioner’s approval.

